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Computer & Device Management

Increase your productivity and reduce
Systemanforderungen
your costs with CapaInstaller 5.5.

CapaInstaller reduces downtime and manual
processes by creating an overview and giving
access to central management of computers
and devices.
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It takes more than elbow grease to reduce the total costs for
installation, management and maintenance of computers.
Obtaining satisfied users, and at the same time optimising
the consumption of resources in the IT Department, takes a
thoroughly tested and stable Computer & Device Management
solution, which has proven that these challenges have been
managed.
Using CapaInstaller you will realise that there is no need for
manual installations and subsequent wasted time for the
users, as applications and updates are distributed centrally.
There is no need either for IT employees to shuttle back and
forth between locations. You are able to respond quickly to
requests and to automate deployments for operating systems,
software and other configuration changes.
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CAPAINSTALLER ADVANTAGES
	You are in complete control of computers and devices from
the same management console

“The daily tasks have changed and we have created an
overview and surplus energy that is now used to teach
new users, change computers, monitors, network and
servers. By using CapaInstaller we have found the time to
make important preventive work.”

	You can automate manual processes
	You can centralise and standar-dize your IT Services

ULRIK JØRGENSEN,

IT Manager,
Air Force Training Centre

	You can reduce your time consumption in deployment,
distribution and maintenance
	You achieve Return On Investment faster due to lower total
costs for maintenance and administration
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OS DEPLOYMENT
CapaInstaller Operating System (OS) Deployment facilitates
configuration, deployment and maintenance of Windows operating systems. The solution supports any Windows image,
indepen-dent of hardware, with a special ”driver kit” for each
computer model in your organisation. Furthermore Change
Management is supported including entire performance history of the specific computer. It is possible to boot from both
UEFI as well as PXE,
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
CapaInstaller provides for central management of software
deployment and configuration changes on all Devices and
Windows based clients and servers. The solution facilitates
easy and quick deployment of both plain and complex software without disturbing the end-user. As part of the Configuration Management, CapaInstaller is able to deploy enterprise
apps to iOS and Android devices as well as apps from Apple
App Store and Google Play.
POLICY CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
CapaInstaller enables management of iOS and Android
devices which among others include central administration
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Add-Ons

of policies controlling the configuration and restrictions of the
device. This also allows the IT Department to lock or wipe
lost/stolen devices which prevents company data from being
exposed.
PACKAGE CREATOR
CapaInstaller Package Creator, which is integrated with
Configuration Management, is an efficient tool to package
and adapt software before deployment. By use of an intuitive wizard and a scripting library Package Creator quickly
generates installation packages, provides a high success rate
in software deployment and improves user experience both in
the IT Department and among end-users.
POWER MANAGEMENT
Power Management facilitates an easy management of
the power consumption of computers. It is a simple way to
achieve a significant cost reduction without affecting the enduser in his daily work. The computer can be set to automatic
shutdown in the lunch break or at closing hours. Furthermore,
it is possible to split computers into different groups according to their need for shutdown.
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PATCH MANAGEMENT
Use CapaInstaller Patch Management to implement a scalable and dynamic Change Management process in connection with deployment of Windows updates. Windows Server
Update Services (WSUS) collect the updates, after which the
management of deployment and configuration changes are
made by CapaInstaller Configuration Management.
ASSET MANAGEMENT
CapaInstaller Asset Management is a dynamic solution, which
facilitates a smooth and effective administration of both
software-, user- and hardware assets, which are automatically collected from Windows and Apple OS X computers as
well as iOS and Android devices. All information is stored in
the CapaInstaller database, from which you can keep a sense
of perspective, generate reports and control licences.
UTILIZATION INDEX (ADD-ON)
Measurement and display of computer startup and logon
times, computer performance in relation to user experience
and optimization of software installation on Windows computers. Using Utilization Index enables the IT Department to be a
step ahead and give the best Windows Management service
ever.

“Investment has broken even and we have
gained much more value by choosing CapaInstaller
compared to SCCM.”
THOMAS KAABER,
SENIOR MANAGER, BANG & OLUFSEN

CAPAINSTALLER ADVANTAGE
Updates and installations can be carried out without disturbing the end-users in their daily work.
Deploys operating systems, applications, updates
and mobile device policies as well as apps using
only a few mouse clicks.
Adapts to a specific network architecture and
also works with parts of the infrastructure with
reduced bandwidth.

CAPAPACKS (ADD-ON)
CapaPacks to CapaInstaller is a subscription service that
gives access to updated CapaInstaller-packaged versions of a
large number of 3rd party software. In short, you do not have
to keep track of both security- and feature releases of the
most common 3rd party software and afterward prepare for
distribution.
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FEATURES
CapaInstaller
 eployment of operating
D
systems
Deployment of software/apps
HTTP/HTTPS support
Integration with Active Directory
Configuration changes
Package Creator wizard
Software catalogue
Power Management
Patch Management

Configuration Policy Management
A utomatic collection of
hardware and software assets
S canning of documents
for assets (invoices, RMA, etc.)
P ossibility of adding other assets
(Key tacks, GPS, Projectors, etc.)
Licence Metering and Management
A large number of reporting possibilities
Quick implementation

About CapaSystems
Software Solutions for Computer & Device Management,
Performance Monitoring and end-user satisfaction: At CapaSystems we are dedicated to creating a future where smart
technologies will eliminate all manual processes. We do this by
providing expertise and smart, proprietary software that
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Add-Ons
Utilization Index
	
Computer performance
measurement (CPU, RAM,
hard disk)
	
Monitoring and display of
computer startup and logon
times
CapaPacks
	
Easy updating of common
unlicensed software

unleashes the full potential of our customers’ IT operation.
CapaSystems is a Danish software vendor established in March
1996. Today we have customers worldwide and strong partner
channels in Scandinavia, Central Europe and the USA.
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